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Reel Life In 
Macro



Capturing scenes in macro

Images are captured on film, to tell a story, to portray someone’s persona, or to simply capture a moment of 
reality onto film. Yet every image you would see would have passed some process of manipulation, to make 
it appear the way it does. That’s why possibly the image would look that captivating, or grotesque
.
Of the many techniques of photographic manipulation, the macro mode is one such option in the camera, 
where one can zoom in entirely on a subject. The surroundings, backgrounds, and other subjects become dis-
sipated, and the main character becomes the point at which your lens are focused on, in close up. 
At a level, even the subject becomes less important, and you begin to see patterns, and textures. 

My concept was to capture these very textures and juxtapose them with human patterns. Zooming into living 
and non living subjects, I tried to look of for some definite pattern, that is replicated somewhere in our daily 
lives.

While clicking these images, ants became a rather interesting point of focus. The motion of ants, the various 
patterns they exist through is an interesting scene to capture. My idea was to juxtapose these images, with 
ones that would be clicked in the busy lanes of the Majestic Bus stand.These photographs would be captured 
from a high point framing the images in birds eye view. The images would reflect the commonalities in the 
patterns of movement and to a great extent, behavior, of the ants and the people.



Ant-agonist



Life In technicolor



And The Ants Go Marching In



suspension bridge 



DragonFly on a fence



DragonFly on a fence



Lady bug



Green Eyes



Hide ‘n’ Seek



Under a Microscope



Diamond Harvest



X-ray of a plant



Untitled



Barking up the wrong tree



Multiplicity



Process Plant



Rough Terrain



Photosynthesis



Clover Plantation



Exoskeleton of a cactus



Octopus tentacles?



Life on Mars



untitled



untitled



after it rained...



tough climb



blending in?



Spring Showers



Flying School



Hives



Stony Smile



Miniaturisation




